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1

STATE OF THE REPORT
This report is based on the existing Comfortmeter as in use during the ongoing
developments. Because developments need to take place while continuing to execute
surveys within the task T2.2, it was decided to branch of a separate version on which the
developments would take place. Until the developments are finished, we use the
existing system to execute the surveys.
The actual developments are running until the months March-April 2017.
Because of this situation, this report will need to be updated after concluding the
developments for the Comfortmeter in the context of the Quantum project.
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2

INTRODUCTION
Despite a proper planning there is a big gap between designed and achieved
performance of building services. This is often caused by errors or malfunctions in the
building automation and control level. Regularly these problems negatively affect
energy demand, room comfort, persistence of system components etc.
The Comfortmeter is a web based survey tool that provides essential management
information to improve the physical comfort in an office building. Since the perception
of comfort is a very personal and subjective topic, the survey will also inform on some
aspects of personal nature of the respondent.
As a Comfortmeter client you receive a reliable insight in the comfort situation of your
buildings via a clear-cut comfort report. The report informs you in detail whether there
are major comfort problems in the building and if so, in which building zones they occur
and which aspects are concerned (e.g. too hot or too cold in winter).
The Comfortmeter exists out of 3 modules:
 A module for the survey and building data
 A module for the survey of comfort and user data (the actual survey)
 A data processing and reporting module

Step1:
Preparation

Step2:
Survey

Step3: Data
Processing

1.Overview of the different steps of the Comfortmeter

7
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Step 1: Preparation
During the preparation step the module for the survey and building data is used for:
 Collection of building data
 Identification of building zones
 Set-up of the survey and completion of required information on building and
building zone level
 Invitation email to employees
 Reminder after 1 week
The module for the survey of building data enables the online survey of about 140
building(zone) variables.
The data are typically entered in the application by the building manager or by an
external consultant hired by the building owner. The database with building data is
coupled with the database with the user and comfort data described in step 2.

2.Example survey screen of Comfortmeter, building data
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Step 2: Survey
The survey is available in different languages, these can be extended if needed.
During the survey step the module for the survey of comfort and user data and inquires
the employee on:
 8 themes: temperature, air, …
 50-60 questions
 How satisfied are you?
 Takes only 10 minutes
The module for the survey of comfort and user data enables the online survey of about
35 comfort variables and 17 user variables.

3.Example of a typical theme related question of the Comfortmeter survey

Step 3: Data Processing
The data processing is done within the reporting module of the Comfortmeter tool and
is responsible for:
 Correction for user data (male/female, …)
 Benchmark
o 50 buildings
o +2500 respondents
 Average response rate of 57%
 The password protected database and the data processing method guarantees
100% confidentiality.
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Step 4: Report
The report can be supplied in any required language; in some cases, we might however
still need to perform a translation starting from the English report texts.
The report is the output in pdf of the previous step.
The report contains essential management information that will help you to:
 Evaluate the effectiveness of building service providers
 Justify facility expenditures to management
 Assess the effectiveness of improvements
 Stay aware of the occupants’ perceptions of the building
 Enhance the communication between management, facility operators and
building occupants
Scientific studies prove that physical comfort has a significant effect on employee
productivity and job satisfaction. This means that the Comfortmeter report contains
crucial information that will help you to increase job satisfaction and productivity.

4.Example scores of overall comfort aspects of a building (0% - 100% satisfaction)
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5.Example scores of comfort variables of a building (0% - 100% satisfaction)
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3

AVAILABLE INFORMATION NEEDED FOR SALES PURPOSES
The Comfortmeter team has several ways they can support you during the sales
process:
 A redesigned website available in different languages:
http://comfortmeter.eu/en/home-eng/
 A flyer containing the most important information needed for a first contact
 A Comfortmeter helpdesk:
o E-mail: info@comfortmeter.eu
o Phone: +32 3 225 23 12 (Niels Delaere or Johan Coolen)
o Mobile: +32 497 53 25 24 (Niels Delaere) or +32 494 72 97 95 (Johan Coolen)
 A FAQ-file (Frequently Asked Questions) in English containing several topics:
o Survey methodology
 The questionnaire
 Conducting the survey
 Reporting
 Scientific basis
o The database
o When and where does the Comfortmeter have added value
o Confidentiality and use of data
o The current status of the Comfortmeter
o The future planned developments for the Comfortmeter

12
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4

MINIMUM REQUIRED INFORMATION TO PERFORM A SURVEY
To be able to start with a Comfortmeter survey a minimum set of information is needed.
This minimum required information is available in an XLS document containing some
picklists and dependencies to help guide you in this process.
Information about the consultant/client
Consultant

Consultants

select from list

Client name
Country
Name contact person
e-mail address contact person

select from list

Information about the building
Building name
Gross floor surface
Conditioned share of
Gross floor surface

in English
m²
select from list

Share GFS

Steet & number of building
City
Country
Number of occupants

select from list

Information about the building zones
Name building zone #1
Name building zone #1
Gross floor surface
Conditioned share of
Gross floor surface
Name building zone #2
Name building zone #2
Gross floor surface
Conditioned share of
Gross floor surface
Name building zone #3
Name building zone #3
Gross floor surface
Conditioned share of
Gross floor surface
Name building zone #4
Name building zone #4
Gross floor surface
Conditioned share of
Gross floor surface

Share GFS

in local language
in English
Optional
select from list

Share GFS

in local language
in English
Optional
select from list

Share GFS

in local language
in English
Optional
select from list

Share GFS

in local language
in English
Optional
select from list
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Information about the survey
Type of survey
Depends on 'Type of survey'

Type of survey

select from list
Depends on 'Type of

Language #1
Depends on 'Type of survey'

Languages

select from list

Languages

select from list

Languages

select from list

Depends on 'Type of survey'
Language #2
Depends on 'Type of survey'
Depends on 'Type of survey'
Language #3
Depends on 'Type of survey'
Depends on 'Type of survey'

Start date survey
Closing date survey
Deadline date delivery report

Define a date
Define a date
Define a date

Level of confidentiality
Client name in report?
Building name and address in
I nclude Annex 3 in report?

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

select from list
select from list
select from list

6.Example of the XLS sheet minimum required information
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5

INTRODUCTION TO THIS USER MANUAL
The present document is a manual for experts of companies (named 'Consultants' in de
tool) that perform comfort surveys for other companies ('Clients') via the Comfortmeter
tool.
The manual consists of the following chapters:
 General (6) with information about the help desk, login and logout and some
general buttons in the tool
 Client and client-logins (7) with information about creating and editing clients
and client-logins
 Building and building zones (8) with information about creating and editing
buildings and building zones
 Surveys (9) with information about creating and editing surveys and surveyed
 Annexes (10) with background information, e.g. a scheme visualising the
structure of the tool
You can easily go the paragraphs mentioned between brackets in the manual by clicking,
or CTRL clicking) on the paragraph numbers between brackets.

15
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6

GENERAL
6.1

Helpdesk

You can contact the Comfortmeter helpdesk via:
 E-mail: info@comfortmeter.eu
 Phone: +32 3 225 23 12 (Niels Delaere or Johan Coolen)
 Mobile: +32 497 53 25 24 (Niels Delaere) or +32 494 72 97 95 (Johan Coolen)

6.2

LOGIN AND LOGOUT

Send an e-mail to info@comfortmeter.eu with the request for a login. You will receive
an e-mail with the instructions for creating your login and change the password. The
password that you choose is secret and will even be unknown for the administrator.
You can login in the application via http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/fmi/iwp/cgi?db=comfortmeter&-startsession:
 Account name: your e-mail address
 Password: the password that is given in the email, to be used when you log in for the
first time. As soon as you are logged in, you will be requested to change the
password
You can logout by clicking on
(top right of the screen). Login out by closing the
window is not recommended as your session stays open during 20' which generates
amongst other a security risk.

6.3

GENERAL BUTTONS

Before you want to change (create, edit, delete, …) objects, click on
for
switching to Edit mode (top left of the screen).
The buttons of some general actions that can performed in a list screen of objects (e.g.
list of clients, buildings, surveys, …) are presented in Table 1.

16
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Button

Function
Adding a new object
Go to entry screen for editing an object
Delete an object. Following remarks:
 objects (e.g Buildings, Building zones, … ) that are used in an survey
performed in the past, cannot be deleted. If you want to delete these
objects, please contact the helpdesk.
 because of data security reasons, if you want to delete:
o a Client, you first have to delete its Buildings and Client logins
o a Building, you first have to delete its Building zones
Going back to a higher level, e.g. from a building to the client who
manages/owns the building

Table 1: general buttons in a list screen of objects

The buttons of some general actions that can performed in an edit screen of one object
are presented in Table 2.
Button

Function
Save the entered information and close the screen
Don't save the entered information and close the screen

Table 2: general buttons in an edit screen of an object

Field names marked with * are obligatory.
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7

CLIENTS AND CLIENT-LOGINS
7.1

LIST CLIENTS

A client is a company or organisation with one or more buildings for who you want to
organise one or more surveys. The specific buttons of the list screen of clients are
presented in Table 3.
Button

Function
Go to list screen of buildings for adding, … buildings to the client (8.1)
Go to list screen of surveys for adding, … surveys to the client (9.1)
Go to list screen of logins for adding, … logins to the client (7.3)

Table 3: specific buttons of the list screen of clients

7.2

EDIT A CLIENT

Via this screen, you can edit the name and the country of the Client.

7.3

LIST CLIENT-LOGINS

This list screen allows adding and deleting client-login. A client-login has only access to
the building and building zone data, not to the survey data.
By clicking on
you can reset the login. The client-login will receive an invitation with
the request for entering a new password.

7.4

EDIT A CLIENT LOGIN

Via this screen, you can edit the name, phone and mobile of the client-login.
Remark: if one of the buildings belonging to your company is surveyed by another
consultant, you might be interested in receiving a client login from this consultant to
complete the data of your own building. Please don’t use the same e-mail address of
your consultant login for this new client login.

!

In general, you must use another e-mail address for each new login. Thus, if you
use already your professional e-mail address for your consultant login, please use
another (e.g. private) e-mail address for a client login.

18
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8

BUILDINGS AND BUILDINGZONES
8.1

LIST BUILDINGS

By clicking on
the building.

8.2

you go to list screen of building zones for adding, … building zones to

EDIT A BUILDING

In the tab General, you can edit general information of the building., e.g. Building name,
Building code consultant, …
The Building code consultant is a unique code of the building allowing the consultant
(and administrator) to easily analyse and report data of buildings e.g. reporting of
comfort scores of several buildings in one graph. When entering the Building code
consultant, the syntax AA-BB-CC-DDDD must be respected1. The components of this
syntax are explained in Table 4. Thus, the building code consultant of the example in the
table is 'BE-KU-CO-HDQU'.
Part

Description

Example

AA

Country code of the Consultant in capitals

BE for Belgium

BB

First two characters of the Consultant name in KU of K.U.Leuven
capitals

CC

First two characters of the Client name in capitals

CO of Coca Cola

DDDD

Four characters describing the building, in capitals

HDQU of Headquarters

Table 4: components of the syntax of the building code consultant

In the tab Use you can edit for instance the function and number of occupants of the
building.
In the tab Dimensions & Surrounding you can edit for instance the floor surface and the
surroundings.
In the tab Thermal insulation, you can edit for instance the insulated share of the walls
and thickness of the insulation of the walls.
In the tab HVAC Production, you can edit the heat- and cold production system and the
type of eventual humidification system.
In the tab Illuminance, you must enter the average illuminance (lux level) in the working
places.

!

Only measured illuminance values should be entered, design values are not valid.

1

The code will be only used for internal reporting purposes. For external reporting (e.g. publishing of conclusions in a scientific paper), each
reference to the client and its buildings will be removed to preserve data confidentiality.
19
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!

8.3

The illuminance measurements should be done by an experienced energy
audit/lighting engineer

LIST BUILDING ZONES

This list screen allows adding and deleting building zones.

8.4

EDIT A BUILDINGZONE

In the tab General, you can edit general information of the building zone, e.g. zone
name, zone code consultant, …
Dividing a building in building zones is appropriate when different building zones could
have different comfort issues because they have for instance:
 Different orientations, e.g. northern versus southern orientation
 Other building envelope characteristics, e.g. % of glazing in exterior walls, upper floor
of the building versus underlying floors
 Different HVAC distribution or controlling systems
 Different type of use, e.g. office, call enter, …
When creating zones, the following rules must be followed:
 For each building zone, at least 20 and preferably 40, employees should be invited for
filling in the questionnaire to obtain statistically significant buildings
 The zones should cover together the whole building and should not overlap
When naming zones, the following rules must be followed:
 If the zone is used in a survey covering several buildings of the client, the zone name
must begin with the building name;
 If you don't divide the building in building zones, thus only have one building zone,
the name of the building zone must be identical to the name of the building
 The zone names should be easily and unmistakably recognised by all building users,
thus avoid description using compass points (e.g. northern side and southern side) as
they will be unknown by some building users but refer to known references (e.g.
street side and garden side);
Good examples of zone names (and their consultant codes, see further, between
brackets) are:
 Garden side, floor 0-3
 Garden side, floor 4
 Street side, floor 0-3
 Street side, floor 4

20
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The Zone code consultant is used for easy reporting in graphs etc. of the comfort scores
of individual buildings zones to the client. When entering the Zone code consultant, the
syntax EEEE must be respected as described in Table 5.
Part

Description

Example

EEEE

Four characters describing the building zone, in GS03 in case of ‘Garden
capitals
side, floor 0-3’
If there is only one zone in a building, the latest four
characters of the Building code consultant should be
used (e.g. HDQU)

Table 5: components of the syntax of the zone code consultant

When combined with the Building code consultant (see Table 4), we obtain a unique
code that can be used for scientific reporting purposes of the consultant and
administrator e.g. 'BE-KU-CO-HDQU-GS03'.
In the tab Envelope, you can describe for instance the thermal mass and the type of
glazing (single/double, operable or not, …).
In the tab Glazing, you can describe for the characteristics of glazing linked with sun
radiation (e.g. glazing orientation, sun protection systems, …)
In the tab Heating, you can describe the heating elements and heating control system in
the zone.
In the tab Cooling, you can enter the share of active cooled floor surface and describe
the eventual cooling elements and cooling control system in the zone.
In the tab Ventilation, you can enter the share of humidified floor surface and describe
for instance the type of mechanical ventilation system.
In the tab Lighting control, you describe the lighting control systems.
In the tab Fluorescent lamps, you describe the type of fluorescent lighting system.

21
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9

SURVEYS
9.1

LIST SURVEYS

This list screen allows adding and deleting surveys.

9.2

CREATE A SURVEY

After going into Edit mode and clicking on the “+” sign in the Survey window, the
following screen appears:

 Via Distribution List: (= default selection) With this option the system allows you to
enter email addresses of surveyed persons and include an invitation email format in
different languages. The advantage of this approach is that it is possible to monitor
whether the surveys have been filled in and to send reminders to persons that
haven’t filled in yet before the closing date.
 Via a General Link: This option can be selected when the client is not willing to
disclose the list of email addresses of surveyed people and demands to send an
invitation email internally. After creating the survey and activating it, the link can be
sent to the client’s contact that is responsible for the internal mailing.

22
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9.3

EDIT A SURVEY – VIA DISTRIBUTION LIST

In the following paragraphs, we explain how to realise a survey via Comfortmeter. We
propose that you complete as much as possible the fields in the tabs and that – certainly
during the first surveys that a you realise – you contact Factor4 to double check the
entered data.
In the tab General, you can edit general information of the survey, e.g. survey name and
languages.
The Survey name is composed of two consecutive parts:
 A unique survey code. This unique code of the survey allows the consultant (and
administrator) easy analysing and reporting of survey data e.g. reporting of comfort
scores of several surveys in one graph. When entering the survey code, the syntax
AA-BB-CC-DDDD-EEEE-FF-GG must be respected2. The components of this syntax are
explained in Table 6.
 The name of client and a description of the buildings survey name between brackets.
Thus, the survey name of the example in the table would become 'BE-KU-CO-LOOF2011-04-26 (Coca Cola local offices)'.
Part

Description

Example

AA

Country code of the Consultant in capitals

BE for Belgium

BB

First two characters of the Consultant name in KU of K.U.Leuven
capitals

CC

First two characters of the Client name in capitals

CO of Coca Cola

DDDD

Abbreviation of the building/building pool

LOOF

EEEE

Year during which the invitation is sent

2011

FF

Month during which the invitation is sent

04

GG

Day during which the invitation is sent

26

Table 6: components of the syntax of the survey code consultant

You can select one, two or three languages. If you want to realise a bilingual survey (see
further), you must select at least two languages.
In the tab Dates & Status, you can edit the dates of the survey and follow up the status.
The planned invitation/reminder date is the date on which the invitation/reminder will
be sent if the following conditions are fulfilled:
 Check box 'Survey is ready to send' is selected AND
 There are no error messages (possible error messages are listed in orange in the tab)

2

The code will be only used for internal reporting purposes. For external reporting (e.g. publishing of conclusions in a scientific paper), each
reference to the client and its buildings will be removed to preserve data confidentiality.
23
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We make the following general remarks:
 If the planned date takes place in the past, the invitation/reminder will be sent
immediately when the 2 conditions are fulfilled.
 On the planned closing date, the personal URL's of the surveyed will be deleted, thus
the surveyed cannot access the questionnaire anymore.
 The actual dates will be presented in the tab once the planned action is executed.
We give the following guidelines when you enter the planned data:
 Planned invitation date: this is the date and hour that you want the surveyed to
receive the invitation.
 Planned reminder date = Invitation date + 6 working days. The entered hour should
be 15:00. The reminder will thus be sent automatically 3 hours after the closing time
of the survey (=CLOSINGDATEPREFINAL 12:00, see below) that is announced in the
invitation e-mail: see further.
 Planned closing date = Invitation date + 10 working days. The entered hour should be
15:00. The survey will thus be closed some hours after the announced final closing
time of the survey (=CLOSINGDATEFINAL 12:00, see below)
The E-mail FROM address needs to be set to survey@comfortmeter.eu, otherwise the
mails won’t be send out.
Via the checkbox Survey is ready to send, you make clear that all survey data are
entered correctly and that the survey invitation/reminder is ready to be sent on the
planned date.

!

Please check the checkbox " Survey is ready to send" only if you are an experienced
user of Comfortmeter! The risk on sending a wrong/incomplete
invitation/reminder email and questionnaire to tenths of surveyed should be
avoided. Thus, for your first surveys, we recommend you to contact the Helpdesk
for a final control of the entered survey.

In the tab E-mail first language, you can enter the invitation and reminder e-mails. Email
part 2 is the second part of the invitation as well as the reminder e-mail. You can upload
template texts by clicking . We give the following guidelines:
 Replace NAMECOMPANYCLIENT by the name of the client e.g. Coca Cola
 Replace NAMEMANAGERCLIENT by the name of the client’s manager on who's
request the survey is performed
 Replace PHONEMANAGERCLIENT by the phone number of the client’s manager
 Replace NAMECOMPANYCONSULTANT with your companies/organisation name e.g.
K.U.Leuven
 Replace NAMEMANAGERCONSULTANT, EMAILMANAGERCONSULTANT, … with the
name, e-mail, … of the consultant’s manager/expert e.g. Jan Hoogmartens
 Replace CLOSINGDATEPREFINAL with the Planned reminder date entered in the
previous tab
24
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 Replace CLOSINGDATEFINAL is the Planned closing date entered in the previous tab

!

Most clients are sensible for the content of the invitation and reminder email.
Please ask a written approval of the proposed invitation and reminder e-mail.

The invitation/reminder e-mail will become automatically bilingual if one of the fields in
the tab 'Email second language' are not empty. This tab should only be filled in if a
bilingual survey is required, e.g. surveys in Brussels (French and Dutch) or in
international companies (e.g. English and German). Note that even if you choose not to
send bilingual invitation/reminder e-mails, you can make the questionnaire available in
2 or 3 languages by entering the languages in tab 'General'.
In Questions to include, you can add optional questions. We highly recommend always
selecting all the optional questions because of the following reasons:
 About Cold/Warm Hands or Feet: these questions generate valuable information
about which body part (hands, feet, …) experience discomfort
 About reasons of thermal discomfort: these questions generate valuable information
which workplace part is the probable reason of thermal discomfort e.g. Hot/cold
floor surfaces, 0 Hot/cold ceiling surfaces, Drafts from windows, etc.
 About Well-being: these questions generate valuable information about the
wellbeing of the surveyed. The wellbeing questions are:
o I get angry quickly.
o In general, my health is good
A higher wellbeing generates generally higher comfort scores (and vice versa). Thus,
scores about wellbeing are crucial to filter out the effect of the wellbeing score of the
surveyed on the measured comfort performance of the building. Note that the
wellbeing questions, as well as the work situation (see below), are widely used in
European wide performed surveys. Experience shows that surveyed don't have
problems with answering the questions when confidentiality is guaranteed, as is the
case for the Comfortmeter tool.
 About Work situation: these questions generate valuable information about the work
situation of the surveyed. The work situation questions are:
o I find enjoyment in my job.
o My organization cares about my well-being.
o I feel insecure about the future of my job.
The justification for selecting work situation questions is the same as for selecting
wellbeing questions.
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9.4

EDIT A SURVEY – VIA A GENERAL LINK

Editing a survey based on the “General Link” principle has less configuration than based
on a “Distribution List” but basically comes down to the same content as mentioned
above:
In the tab General, you can edit general information of the survey, e.g. survey name and
languages, same remarks as made above.
In the tab Dates & Status, you can edit the dates of the survey and follow up the status.
The closing date is the date on which the survey will be closed and the general link will
stop being available.
The general link will be ready to be used when
 Check box ‘Make link active' is selected AND
 There are no error messages (possible error messages' will be listed in orange in the
tab)
We make the following general remarks:
 When a value for ‘Number of surveyed’ is entered (=number of internal client
employees that will receive this link), it will be possible to follow the “Share of filled
in Surveys”.
 Adding buildings is done in the same way as mentioned in the section above.
 After making the link active, the link can be copied and pasted in an invitation email
that has been prepared by the consultant or the client. The client’s responsible must
manually send out the completed invitation email to all surveyed persons in the
company.
Note that incomplete surveys due to inactivity logout (after 60 minutes) will be deleted
from the database.

9.5

LIST SURVEYED BUILDINGS

This list screen allows adding and deleting surveyed buildings. If you add a building to
survey, you add automatically all the building zones of this building to the survey.
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9.6

LIST SURVEYED – DISTRIBUTION LIST

Figure 1 presents an example list screen of surveyed. We make the following remarks:
 To have a comfort survey result that is maximally representative, it is recommended
to survey all the employees of the building. If this is not possible, survey at least 40
employees, which will result in +/- 20 respondents. If it is not possible to survey all
the employees, please follow the following procedure:
o Make a list of all e-mail addresses, e.g. 300
o Make a sample by taking every third e-mail address if you want to survey only
100 surveyed. On this way, you obtain the desired random sample of 100 email addresses
 You can add yourself surveyed to the list. If you want to import a long list of e-mail
addresses of surveyed, you can send the list to the Helpdesk (see 6.1) and they will
import the addresses.
 If a surveyed informs you explicitly that he/she doesn't want to participate in the
survey, you can click the button under 'Stop reminder'. This will prevent that he/she
receives a reminder.
 If the Surveyed completed the questionnaire, the button ‘Survey Completed’ will be
automatically selected and the button 'Login active' will be deselected. From that
moment on, the surveyed cannot access the questionnaire anymore

Figure 1: example of list of surveyed.

9.7

LIST SURVEYED – GENERAL LINK

When selecting the “general link” method for the survey, the list of surveyed is
managed by the client’s responsible. The consultant only supplies the “general link”; on
request of the client, an invitation email draft can also be supplied by the consultant or
by the Helpdesk.

9.8

TRANSLATE REMARKS

This screen allows the translation of remarks into English to make remarks available for
international, English speaking researchers.
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10

ANNEXES: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
10.1

STRUCTURE OF THE TOOL

The structure of Comfortmeter is visualised in Figure 2. We make the following
illustrative examples:
 A 1n connection: e.g. Consultants 1n Clients means that one Consultant can
have one or more Clients
 A nn connection: e.g. Buildings nn Surveys means that a building can be
surveyed in one or more surveys and a survey can contain one or more buildings
Administrator
Factor4

1

"

n

Administrator-logins
e.g. Johan Coolen

1

"

n

e.g. Jan Hoogmartens

1

"

n

Client-logins
e.g. Piet Peters

1
$
n
Consultants
e.g. K.U.Leuven

Consultant-logins

1
$
n
Clients
e.g. Coca Cola

1
'

(

n
Buildings
e.g. Head quarter Coca
Cola Brussels

n

n

1

Surveys
e.g. Survey of March
2012

n

1
$

1
$

n

n

Building zones

Surveyed

e.g. Street side floor
level 1-4

e.g. xx.xx@cocacola.be

Figure 2: structure of Comfortmeter
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10.2

LINK TO DEMO VERSION OF QUESTIONNAIRE

A couple demo version of the survey are available in different languages:
 In Czech and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkxx1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In Danish and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkxc1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In Dutch(BE) and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkcn1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In Dutch(NL) and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkck1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkcl1vs61nn
nnnnn
 In French and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkcm1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In German and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkc21vs61n
nnnnnn
 In Greek and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkct1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In Italian and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkcw1vs61n
nnnnnn
 In Latvian and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkcd1vs61n
nnnnnn
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 In Norsk (Bokm l)and English:
o For Office buildings:
http://survey.comfortmeter.eu/comfortmeter/index.php?p=v5p1kkcx1vs61n
nnnnnn
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